Abstract
Introduction
Mutations in the retinoschisin gene (RS1) cause juvenile X-linked retinoschisis (XLRS) [1, 2] . This hereditary, vitreoretinal degenerative disease is typically characterized by cystic-appearing foveal lesions and visual acuity loss in the first or second decade of life in affected males [3] [4] [5] [6] . Approximately 50 % of patients also develop peripheral retinoschisis [6] . The dark-adapted full-field electroretinogram (ERG) can be useful in the diagnosis of XLRS because it shows a selective, or predominant, loss of b-wave amplitude [7] . In addition to the well-known b-wave loss under scotopic conditions, patients with XLRS can also have cone pathway abnormalities. For example, some [8] [9] [10] , but not all [8, 9, 11] patients have abnormal 30-Hz flicker ERGs, characterized by reduced peakto-trough amplitude. The flicker ERG has also been recorded in these patients at frequencies that are lower and higher than the International Society for Clinical Electrophysiology of Vision (ISCEV) standard 30-Hz flicker frequency [8] . Interestingly, at low temporal frequencies (e.g., 8 Hz), patients with XLRS tend to have super-normal amplitudes and phase advances, whereas at high temporal frequencies (e.g., 64-100 Hz), patients can have marked amplitude losses and phase delays [8] . This pattern of temporal frequency deficit has been attributed to an abnormality in ON pathway function, which is consistent with their selective b-wave attenuation [8, 12] .
Although visual function in patients with XLRS has been well studied, there are relatively few reports of visual function in carriers of XLRS. This is likely to be because female carriers of XLRS are typically assumed to have normal fundus features, visual acuity, and standard ISCEV ERGs [3, 4, 13] . However, a few reports have documented subtle retinal changes, such as a wrinkling of the internal limiting membrane [14] and patchy losses of multi-focal ERG amplitude in some carriers [15] . Additionally, in a sample of 11 obligate carriers of XLRS, psychophysically measured cone flicker thresholds were found to be abnormal in each carrier, which was attributed to altered rod-cone interactions [16] . The generally normal findings based on standard clinical tests in carriers of XLRS differ from other X-linked retinal diseases, such as X-linked retinitis pigmentosa, choroideremia, and X-linked ocular albinism, in which female carriers can express some features of the disease. The abnormalities in these carriers can be explained on the basis of lyonization, which predicts a random inactivation of one X chromosome in each cell [17] [18] [19] . The explanation for why carriers of XLRS apparently do not express features of the disease is unclear.
The purpose of the present study was to evaluate rodisolated, cone-isolated, and combined rod and cone flicker ERGs as a possible means to identify functional abnormalities in carriers of XLRS. ERGs elicited by three types of temporally modulated stimuli were recorded: (1) rod-isolating stimuli in which cone excitation was kept constant (ERG R ), (2) cone-isolating stimuli in which S-, M-, and L-cone excitations were modulated in phase while keeping the rod excitation constant (ERG C ), (3) combined rod and cone modulating stimuli in which both rod and cone excitations were modulated in phase (ERG R?C ). This latter condition is of particular interest because it permits examination of rod-cone interactions in the ERG [20] , for which abnormalities may be expected based on the previously reported abnormal psychophysical rod-cone interactions [16] . Our focus was on low-frequency flicker (8 and 15 Hz) because of the flicker ERG abnormalities reported at these frequencies in patients with XLRS [8, 12] and because responses to the ISCEV standard 30-Hz flicker are generally thought to be normal in carriers of XLRS [13] .
Methods

Subjects
Six female presumed carriers of XLRS (aged 34-66 years; Table 1 ) participated in this study. Five of the six carriers have a son with a molecularly proven mutation in the RS1 gene (Table 1) . Carrier 1 does not have children, but her father and a male first cousin both have a clinical diagnosis of XLRS based on classic fundus features including a spoked wheel pattern of macular schisis and functional abnormalities including visual acuity loss and a reduced ERG b/a amplitude ratio (her family members have not been genotyped). Four of the 6 carriers (No. 1, 2, 4, 6) were ''obligate carriers'' based on a pedigree that showed either an affected father, brother, or another son (in addition to the proband); in the other two families, only the proband was affected.
Dilated fundus examination was unremarkable for all carriers. Additionally, the carriers all had ETDRS best-corrected visual acuity of 0 log MAR or better (equivalent to 20/20 or better Snellen acuity), no clinically significant ocular media opacities, no history of significant ocular abnormalities, and spherical refractive error less than 6.0 diopters. Each carrier underwent light-and dark-adapted ERG testing according to ISCEV standards [21] .
Eight visually normal control subjects (4 male and 4 female; aged 27-59 years) with no history of eye disease, normal color vision (Oculus Heidelberg Multi-Color Anomaloscope), and ETDRS best-corrected visual acuity of 0 log MAR or better also participated in the study. An independent samples t test indicated that the mean age of the controls (42.3 years) did not differ significantly from that of the carriers (53.7 years; t = 2.08, p [ 0.05). Informed consent was obtained from all subjects before their participation. Procedures adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki, and the protocol was approved by an Institutional Review Board at the University of Illinois at Chicago.
Apparatus and stimuli
The apparatus and stimuli are described in detail elsewhere [22, 23] . In brief, full-field stimuli were generated by a Diagnosys Espion E 3 system and presented in a ColorDome desktop ganzfeld (Diagnosys LLC, Lowell, MA). The LEDs of the ColorDome were programmed to serve as a four-primary photostimulator with dominant wavelengths of 465 nm (blue), 515 nm (green), 593 nm (amber), and 642 nm (red). The four LEDs were simultaneously modulated sinusoidally in phase to achieve combined rod and cone modulation or in different phases to achieve rod or cone isolation, as defined elsewhere [23, 24] . A constant chromaticity was maintained under all three paradigms (CIE 10°c
oordinates of x = 0.58 and y = 0.40). ERGs were recorded at a mean luminance level of 24 scot. cd/m 2 (33 phot. cd/m 2 ) at stimulus temporal frequencies of 8 and 15 Hz. Stimulus wavelength and luminance were measured using a Spectrascan 740 spectroradiometer (Photo Research, Chatsworth, CA). The Michelson contrast of the rod-and cone-isolating stimuli was 40 %, which is the maximum achievable contrast under the cone-isolating paradigm. For the combined rod and cone stimulus, the rods and cones were modulated simultaneously in phase, each at 40 % Michelson contrast. The mean luminance (scotopic and photopic cd/m 2 ), Michelson contrast, and relative phase of each LED are provided in Table 2 .
As discussed elsewhere [23, 24] , the degree of rod and cone isolation is a potential concern in silent substitution paradigms, like that used in the present study. However, a recent study from our group [23] that used identical 15-Hz rod-isolating, cone-isolating, and combined rod and cone modulating stimuli and instrumentation found good isolation, based on the results obtained from a patient who lacked a cone response (i.e., a complete achromat). Further evidence for our ability to achieve appropriate isolation is presented in Discussion.
Procedure and ERG recording
Prior to the ERG recordings, the pupil of the tested eye was dilated with 1 % tropicamide and 2.5 % phenylephrine hydrochloride drops and the subject was dark- For each temporal frequency, 5-10 ERG sweeps were recorded. Each sweep was approximately 5 s in duration (the exact duration of the sweep depended on the stimulus period), with an even number of cycles. The stimulus modulation was followed by a dark interval (minimum of 7 s) before the next sweep began.
Data analysis
The initial 8 or 16 cycles, for the 8 and 15 Hz frequencies, respectively, were omitted from the analysis to avoid onset transients (approximately 1 s). The remaining 32 or 60 cycles for the 8 and 15 Hz frequencies, respectively (approximately 4 s), of each sweep were divided into an even number of segments, and these segments were averaged. This procedure was repeated for each of the 5-10 sweeps to generate an overall average for each subject. Fast Fourier transforms (FFTs) were performed on the overall average to derive the amplitude and phase of the fundamental component. In the figures below, the phases are given in cosine phase and are ''unwrapped'' to extend beyond 360°, per convention. A subject's response at a given stimulus frequency was considered distinguishable from noise if the amplitude at the stimulus frequency (8 or 15 Hz) was at least 2.82 times larger than the mean of the noise amplitudes measured at neighboring frequencies (±1 Hz above and below the stimulus frequency). As discussed elsewhere [25] , this signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) corresponds to a significance level of p = 0.05. Individual responses that did not achieve an SNR of at least 2.82 were excluded from the results presented below.
Results
The amplitudes and implicit times of the ISCEV standard responses are provided in Table 3 . The ERG amplitude and timing were generally within the limits of normal for the carriers, with the exception of Carrier 1, who had slightly reduced a-wave amplitude and substantially reduced b-wave amplitude recorded under the dark-adapted 3.0 cd/s/m 2 condition. Her b/a wave ratio was smaller than normal, a finding commonly observed in patients with XLRS. Figure 1 shows example ERG waveforms obtained under the ERG R (top), ERG C (middle), and ERG R?C (bottom) conditions for one control subject (53 years of age; thin traces) and Carrier 2 (XLRS C ; 50 years of age; thick traces). Data obtained with the 8-Hz stimulus are shown in the left column, and data obtained with the 15-Hz stimulus are shown in the right column (note the difference in y-axis scale for the two columns). ERG R amplitude was small for both subjects at 8 Hz, and the waveforms were similar in shape. The response amplitudes for the ERG C obtained at 8 Hz were also similar for the carrier and control, but the shape of the response differed. That is, the control's response for each cycle was characterized by a small peak (indicated by the arrow) followed by a large peak, as reported previously [8] . The carrier's response was also characterized by two peaks, but the amplitude of the first peak was substantially larger, resulting in a waveform that was more bifurcated in shape than the control. A similar pattern was observed under the ERG R?C condition (lower set of traces). Responses obtained with the 15-Hz stimulus (right column) were more similar for the control and carrier in terms of amplitude, timing, and waveform shape compared to the 8-Hz responses. The carrier's ERG C and ERG R?C waveforms were somewhat more squarelike in appearance, but otherwise generally similar. The asterisk indicates responses that are outside of the control range The amplitude for the ERG R was small at 15 Hz (for both subjects) as expected, given the generally sluggish response of the rod pathway. Also, the amplitude for the ERG C and ERG R?C was larger at 15 Hz compared to 8 Hz (for both subjects). For each subject, the fundamental response amplitude and phase were derived by FFT for the 8-Hz stimulus and are shown in Fig. 2 (left column) . The range of normal amplitude (upper panel) for each condition is represented by the gray regions. Each symbol represents a different carrier, as given in Table 1 . One control subject and Carrier 5 had ERG R?C responses that did not exceed the noise level (SNR \ 2.82); ERG R?C data from these two subjects are not shown in Fig. 2 . The amplitude for the carriers was generally within the range of normal, with the exception of Carrier 1 who had a slightly larger than normal ERG C amplitude (orange star) and Carrier 4 who had a slightly larger than normal ERG R?C amplitude (green square). The phase data obtained with the 8-Hz stimulus are shown in the lower panel. For the controls, there was a phase difference of approximately 180°between the ERG R and ERG C conditions and the phase of the control ERG R?C was intermediate. These findings in the controls are consistent with previous reports [20, 23, 24] . There was a substantial variation in the phase values of the carriers for all three conditions, ranging from normal to markedly advanced. The ERG R phase was abnormally advanced in four of the six carriers (phase was advanced only slightly in two of these four carriers). The ERG R phase of Carrier 4 (green square) was counterphase to the controls (approximately 180 deg phase advance). Inspection of her waveforms indicated a high similarity in waveform shape and timing under the three paradigms. The ERG C and ERG R?C phase values were advanced, falling outside of the normal range in four (ERG C ) and three (ERG R?C ) of the six carriers. Only Carrier 3 (pink triangle) had normal phase values for all three conditions. The carriers' phase advances indicate a decrease in peak time, which is of note because most retinal changes (due to disease or aging, for example) typically act to slow the response (i.e., a phase delay). The normal control range for each paradigm is indicated by the gray bars, and the mean control response is indicated by the horizontal black line. Each symbol represents a different XLRS carrier, as given in Table 1 The fundamental response amplitude and phase derived by FFT for the 15-Hz stimulus are shown in the right column of Fig. 2 . The amplitudes and phases were generally within the range of normal for all carriers. Two carriers (red circle and pink triangle; No. 2 and 3) had an ERG R phase that was slightly delayed relative to normal, but the small-amplitude ERG R responses make the reliability of the subtle phase delays somewhat questionable, despite the statistically significant SNRs. Carrier 1 (orange star) had an ERG R?C phase that was slightly delayed relative to normal. Similar to the results for the 8-Hz stimulus, there was a phase difference of approximately 180°b etween the ERG R and ERG C conditions (for both the controls and carriers). The amplitude and phase of the ERG R?C were similar to the ERG C phase (for both groups), suggesting the responses for this condition were dominated by the cone pathway. These phase results are consistent with those reported previously in visually normal subjects [20] .
The second harmonic component of the responses was also derived by FFT and evaluated for the controls and carriers. Under the ERG R condition, the second harmonic was not significantly different from noise for subjects in either group for both frequencies examined. Significant second harmonics were obtained for most subjects under the ERG C and ERG R?C conditions at both temporal frequencies. The carriers' amplitudes were within the normal range under all conditions for both frequencies. 
Discussion
This study evaluated rod-isolated, cone-isolated, and combined rod and cone ERGs as a possible means to identify electrophysiological abnormalities in carriers of XLRS. The results showed timing abnormalities in the 8-Hz flicker ERG in five of the six carriers. In contrast, the amplitudes of the carriers' 8-Hz flicker ERGs were generally within the range of normal, as were the amplitude and timing of the responses at 15 Hz. Thus, the abnormalities appear to be primarily restricted to phase advances for low-frequency flicker. Of note, the carriers' generally normal 15-Hz flicker ERGs suggest that potential differences between the carriers and controls (e.g., age, lens transmittance) did not meaningfully affect the results or our ability to isolate the rod and cone pathways. If systematic differences between the carriers and controls (unrelated to the RS1 gene) were responsible for the phase abnormalities at 8 Hz, then similar phase abnormalities would also be expected at 15 Hz, which were not observed. The ISCEV standard ERGs were within the limits of normal for five of the six carriers. However, the nearly electronegative dark-adapted 3.0 cd/s/m 2 ERG of Carrier 1 is apparently an exception; to our knowledge, this is the first report of a full-field ERG abnormality in an XLRS carrier under ISCEV standard conditions.
The differences in the shape of the waveform for the carriers and controls (e.g., Figure 1 ) may provide some insight into possible explanations for the carriers' 8-Hz phase advances. Figure 1 shows that the 8-Hz ERG C and ERG R?C waveforms contained two peaks per cycle (for the control and carrier). This nonlinearity in waveform shape was attributed previously to the response of the ON pathway to the increasing luminance of the sinusoidal stimulus (ON response; first peak) and to the response of the OFF pathway to the decreasing luminance of the sinusoidal stimulus (OFF response; second peak) [8] . The first peak is strongly attenuated in patients with XLRS [8] , suggesting a loss of ON pathway function. In contrast to the results obtained in patients with XLRS, the carriers tended to have an abnormally large first peak. If, indeed, the first peak represents the ON response to the luminance increase, then the abnormally large first peak could be due to an abnormally large ON pathway response in the carriers. Alternatively, the enhanced first peak could be related to an abnormally fast response, which seems more likely, given the phase advances shown in Fig. 2 .
The effects of a fundamental phase advance, relative to normal, on the shape of the waveform are shown in Fig. 3 . The waveforms in the left column represent the mean 8-Hz ERG C (top) and ERG R?C (bottom) obtained from the controls (thin traces) and the carriers (thick traces). These waveforms are similar to those in Fig. 1 , with the exception that the waveforms are derived from the subjects' mean data and only the fundamental and second harmonic components of the response are included, to simplify the modeling. The fundamental and second harmonics are sufficient to characterize the shape of the waveform. The ERG C and ERG R?C waveforms are characterized by two peaks (or a ''shoulder'' followed by a larger peak), with the second peak shifted leftward for the carriers (phase advance). The larger first peak (or enhanced shoulder) that is apparent in the mean carrier waveform relative to normal is also observed in the individual carrier's waveform shown in Fig. 1 . The right column shows the effect of correcting the carriers' fundamental phase advances on the shape of the waveform. Specifically, the fundamental phase for the mean carrier waveform (thick traces in the left column) was set to that of the control mean and the waveform was regenerated (thick traces in the right column); the second harmonic was not altered in this model. It is clear that the fundamental phase correction results in the shape of the mean carrier waveform nearly matching that of the mean control waveform (thin trace; re-plotted from the left column). From this simulation, we can conclude that the first peak (shoulder) seen in the carrier waveform is due to the fundamental phase advance of these subjects and that correcting the phase advance nearly equates the carrier and control waveforms.
As noted in Introduction, the ERG R?C condition was of particular interest as it allows insight into rodcone interactions in the flicker ERG. That is, the ERG R?C is generated by the combined activity of the rod and cone pathways, which are modulated in phase at the same contrast. Previous work has shown that the amplitude of the ERG R?C can be predicted by vector summation of the ERG R and ERG C responses [20, 23, 24, 26] . Furthermore, under the conditions used in the present study, the amplitude of the ERG R?C is attenuated due to destructive interference between the ERG R and ERG C responses, which have opposite phase. This can be seen in both the carrier and control data of Fig. 2 , in which the ERG R?C amplitude is less than the ERG C amplitude. A particularly clear example of this interaction is apparent in data of the Carrier 5 (Fig. 2, black diamonds) who had nearly equal amplitude ERG R and ERG C responses that were approximately counterphase; for this carrier, the ERG R?C was extinguished.
If there were abnormal rod-cone interactions in the carriers' 8-Hz flicker ERG (for example, due to a timing change in the rod or cone response), then destructive interference between the rod and cone pathways would be reduced (or absent) and the ERG R?C amplitude would be larger than the ERG R and ERG C amplitudes. This was generally not observed, with the exception of Carrier 4 who had similar ERG R and ERG C phases, resulting in summation of these responses and an abnormally large ERG R?C amplitude ( Fig. 2; green squares) . The type of rod-cone interaction examined herein (vectorially Fig. 3 Effect of correcting the XLRS carriers' fundamental phase advances on waveform shape. The left column shows the mean waveforms obtained under the ERG C (top pair of traces; red) and ERG R?C (bottom pair of traces; black) paradigms. The control (thin traces) and carrier (thick traces) are superimposed. The right column shows the mean waveforms for the carriers after correcting their fundamental phase advance (thick traces). The control waveforms (thin traces) are re-plotted from the left column for comparison summed ERG R and ERG C responses) is likely different from the rod-cone interaction in carriers of XLRS reported psychophysically [16, 27] . Specifically, the rod-cone interaction measured psychophysically may be due to a suppressive effect of rods on nearby cones, a spatially localized effect not found for large (ganzfeld) stimuli [27, 28] . Thus, the abnormal rodcone interaction that we observed in one carrier ( Fig. 2; green squares) is not necessarily related directly to the abnormal rod-cone interaction measured psychophysically.
In summary, abnormalities in the timing of the 8-Hz flicker ERG can occur in carriers of XLRS. Based only on the 8-Hz flicker ERG phase, we were able to identify an abnormality in five of six carriers that ranged from subtle to marked. The phase abnormalities appear to demonstrate an effect of lyonization on retinal function in carriers of XLRS. The magnitude of the phase abnormality differed among the carriers, which may be attributable to the extent of abnormal X-chromosome expression. Thus, the 8-Hz flicker ERG recorded under rod, cone, and combined rod and cone conditions may be useful for detecting and studying retinal function in XLRS carriers.
